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Collision Avoidance System
Single forward-facing camera  
& alert display

Product Brief:
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This consists of the camera unit containing the camera, EyeQ® chip, and speaker, mounted on the inside of 
the windshield behind or below the rearview mirror; and the EyeWatch™ display for visual alerts, mounted in 
the bottom corner of the windshield.

The Mobileye 6 Series  Master unit contains the front facing camera, a speaker and the main processor 
(EyeQ2™). This camera is mounted on the front windshield and it covers a viewing angle of 38° degrees, 19° 
to each side of the camera. 

The  EyeWatch is the display of the master camera, apprising the driver of all alerts that are processed 
from the front camera. 

Mobileye 6 Series Components
 Master Camera
 EyeWatch Display

Mobileye 6 is a collision avoidance system that can be retrofitted to almost any type of vehicle including pas-
senger cars, trucks and light- or heavy-duty vehicles. The Mobileye system continuously scans the road ahead 
for other vehicles, unintentional drift out of driving lane, pedestrians, cyclists, and more. It identifies potentially 
dangerous situations, and provides audio and visual alerts to enable the driver to avoid or mitigate a collision. Product 

Overview
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System 
Features

Front camera alerts:

Forward Collision Warning (FCW)
Mobileye alerts the driver up to 2.7 seconds before a collision with a vehicle or motorcycle 
ahead, providing enough reaction time to avoid or mitigate a collision.

Pedestrian & Cyclist Collision Warning (PCW)
Mobileye alerts the driver, during daylight, up to 2 seconds before a collision with a pedestrian 
or cyclist ahead, providing enough reaction time to avoid or mitigate a collision.

Headway Monitoring & Warning (HMW)
Mobileye helps the driver keep a safe distance (measured in seconds) from the vehicle 
ahead by providing visual and audio alerts if this distance becomes unsafe. The definition of 
a ‘safe’ distance can be calibrated to fit your fleet needs. 

Lane Departure Warning (LDW)
Mobileye alerts the driver of an (apparent*) unintentional deviation from the driving lane. 
*Not when a blinker (indicator, turn signal) is active.

Speed Limit Indication (SLI)
Mobileye recognizes certain traffic signs**, notably speed limit signs, and notifies the driver both 
of the speed limit and if the driver is exceeding it.  
**Detects signs falling within the Vienna Convention on Road Signs and Signals
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FAQs
How does the Mobileye 6 Series work?
The Mobileye 6 Series reduces the risk of collisions by 
warning the driver with visual and audio alerts in real 
time, providing the critical seconds needed to avoid 
or mitigate collisions. The camera scans the driving 
scene ahead and Mobileye’s proprietary algorithms 
examine it and detect other vehicles, pedestrians, 
motorcyclists, bicyclists, lane markings, and speed 
limit signs that may be in the vehicle’s path.

What is the maximum range of 
detection?
The Mobileye 6’s vehicle-detection range is 75+ 
meters; that is, the Mobileye 6 can ‘see’ vehicles in 
at least the 75 meters ahead of it – and, in certain 
conditions, even further ahead.

How are alerts received?
Visual alerts are provided through the display unit 
(the Eyewatch), audio alerts are provided via the 
speaker in the master camera unit, and haptic 
(vibration) alerts are provided through the seat in 
correlation with the audio and visual alerts.

Are there any pre-requisites as to the 
type of vehicle into which the Mobileye 6 
Series can be installed? 
Almost all vehicles (cars, light commercial vehicles, 
buses, trucks, vans, etc.) can be fitted with the 
Mobileye collision avoidance system. The following 
signals are required: CAN high/CAN low, power, speed, 
L-R indicators. The following signals are optional 
but recommended: brakes, high-beams, windshield 
wipers. The method in which these signals can be 
received is either through CAN-bus or analog.

Can the system record any data?
Our camera does not point inwards, so it never ‘sees’ 
the inside of the vehicle. In any event, our camera has 
no ability to record .  The system may be interfaced 
with a third-party telematics system which records 
the alerts emitted by it alongside various other vehicle 
data (speed, brake activation etc.).

Can the driver adjust the system by 
himself?
The driver can adjust all the alert sensitivity levels 
unless the system has been locked e.g. at the request 
of a fleet operator. The driver can control the level of 
brightness from 1-5 and the level of volume between 
0-5 (although critical alerts, even after adjustment, 
will still be set to sound at the highest volume).

How does the Mobileye 6 Series compare 
to other solutions currently available on 
the market?
Our highly accurate ADAS technology is based on 
nearly 20 years of R&D, and the stress-testing of our 
algorithms against real-life driving situations drawn 
from a vast database of more than 200 million miles 
of high-resolution video, captured during automaker 
pre-production testing, from all over the world. With 
Mobileye 6, you get proven technology supporting 
five lifesaving features, all in one system.
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Technical Specifications

Mobileye 6 Main unit 

EyeQ2® Vision Processor

332 MHz clock rate running seven parallel processes

Eight 64bit Vision Computing Engines (VCE)

Two MIPS24KF 32bit CPUs 

Eight channels DMA 

Physical Characteristics

Electrical Characteristics

Environmental Characteristics

Length 122mm

Input Voltage 12-28VDC

Operating Temperature -20°c  to  +85°c

Color Black

Height 43mm

Cable Length 3m

Width (without lens) 79mm

Input current 12v  220mA, 24v  120mA

Storage Temperature -40°c  to  +105°c

Case Material Aluminum/plastic

Weight 200g

Cable Diameter 4.8mm

Audio Buzzer

SPL Minimum 86dB @ 10cm

Vision Sensor

Vision Sensor Aptina MT9V024 (1/3”) RCC

Optical Format 1/3”

Responsivity 4.8 V/lux sec (550nm)

Array Format Total: 752H x 480V
Active pixels: 640H x 480V

Dynamic Range >55dB linear; 
>100dB in HDR mode

AGC Automatic Gain Control of the image 
sensor for high dynamic range

Shutter type Global shutter—TrueSNAP™

Pixel Size 6.0µm x 6.0µm

Focus range 5m to infinity

Angle of view 38° (horizontal)

EyeWatch Display Unit

Physical Characteristics

Display Characteristics

Electrical Characteristics

Environmental Characteristics

Diameter 49mm

Viewing Angle 100 Deg

Input Voltage 5VDC

Operating Temperature -20°c  to  +85°c

Weight 46g

Depth (leg closed) 29mm

Resolution 128x128 pixels

Display colors (backlighting) LCD Full color – 40 mcd (min)

Case Material Plastic

Depth 24mm

Input current 500mA

Storage Temperature -40°c  to  +100°c

Operating Humidity 95%

Color Black

Depth (leg open) 66mm

Cable Length 3m

Cable Diameter 3.1mm

Notes
• Functional only during daytime hours - referring to pedestrian/bicycle 

detection/features only.

• Functional from 1 km/h to 70 km/h.


